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~l4ESON PRODUCTION BY PROTONS ON NUCLEI 

Ernest Mo Henley 

Physics Department, Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

The meson production cross section for protons incident 
/ 

on nuclei is formulated in terms of two particle transition rates 

and the struck nucleon momentum distribution in the nucleus. 

Three different momentum densities are assumed. They are a 

modified Chew-Goldberger, a Gaussian, and a Fermi distribution. 

With these, it is attempted to fit the experimental ~and ~ 

meson spectra obtained by bombarding c12 
with 345 Mev protons. 

The effect of the exclusion principle is estimated on the basis 

of a single particle model for the nucleus. Meson reabsorption 

and scattering, after production, are also taken into account, but 

only roughly. The calculations show that the Gaussian distribution 

approximates nuclear conditions best, and that the fundamental 

proton-neutron and proton-proton production transition matrices 

are most probably not equal. 

. . 
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I. ,INTRODUCTION 

Experimental studies of the nroduction spectrum and angular 

distribution for ~ mesons have been made for protons incident 
1,2,3 4,5 6 

on various elements, notably hydrogen --, carbon , and lead at 

energies of 345 and 381 Mev. In this paper an attempt is made to 

explain these spectra in terms of an analysis of the production of 

mesons in free nucleon-nucleon collisions as described by Watson 
7 

and Brueckner, (hereafter referred to as W.B.). The treatment is 

similar to that of Lax and Feshbach for photo-meson prpduction in 
8 

nuclei 0 

The analysis need not depend on any particular meson theory, 

but assumes that the matrix element for meson production in proton-

proton (P- P), and proton-neutron (P- N) collisions are known in 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

W. F. CartviTight, C. Richman, M. N. Whitehead, and H. A. Wilcox, 
~hys. Rev. 78, 823 (1950). 

V. Peterson, E. Iloff, and D. Sherman, Phys. Rev. 81, 647A (1951). 

M. N. Whitehead and C. Richman, Phys. Rev. 83, 855 (1951). 

C. Richman and H. A. Wilcox, Phys. Rev. 78, 496 (1950)--345 Mev. 

M. 'M. Block, S. Passman, W. W. Havens, Jr., Phys. Rev. 83, 167 
(1951)--381 Mev. 

M. Weissbluth, Phys. -Rev. 78, 86A, (1950). 

K. M .. Watson and K. A. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 83, 1 (1951). 

8 M. Lax and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 81, 189 (1951). 
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detail, Unfortunatelyj little·1s presently known about the latter, 

nor is the excitation -curve known-for either types of meson production. 
' 

On the other 'hand~ a great· deal of i;lvidence (se~ reference 7 for 

· :example) se13~s to indicate that both the charged and neutral mesons 

are pseudoscalaro The spin dependence of the matrix for the 

production from- either proton-proton or proton-neutron collisions 

is based on this assumption~ but the calculation can easily be 

extended to apply to any other type of mesono 

The evaluation of the transition matrix of the problem is 

carried out by perforrrdng closure over all but the interacting 

nucleonso Except near threshold~ the production spectrum at ~ 

given angle of meson emission is then shown to be proportional to 

, ·the momentum distribution of the struck particle in the nucleus, 

folded into the free particle production rateo The consequence of 

the exclusion principle is to reduce the momentum soace available, 

and is calculated on the basis of a single particle model. for .. the 

nucleliso 

The absorption and scattering:of the meson by the nucleus, 

after .,production] . are treated as separa.-te. proce~ses o 

At sufficiently high energies above threshold, the cross 

section is expected to be equal to the number of protons and the 

number of neutrons in the nucleus multiplied by their respective 

free-particle production cross sectionso As.the energy of the 

incident proton is decreased, not all the nucleons can contribute 

to the process (ioeo, the whole momentum distribution is not 

' 

.. 

_, 
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available) , and the "production. efficiency'' may be said to decrease, 

approaching ·zero at;threshold. This efficience is a consequence of 

the dynamics of.the problem and is indepE;3ndent of the exclusion 

effects,· which.,will. tend to decrease the cross section still further 

near threshold; At.a given proton energy, the efficiency is a 

function of the angle of emission of the ~eson. It is largest for 
0 

mesons emitted forward. For mesons emitted at 90 to an incident 

proton beam of 341. Mev, it is only somewhat over 0.5. 

The theoretical results derived in the first part are 

applied to carbon bombarded by 341 Mev protons. It is shown that 

the spectrum obtained for ~eson production at 90° to the incident 

beam depends mainly on the nuclear momentum density. 
o· . 

At 0 , however, 

for meson energies up to 80 Mev, the spectrum depends largely on 

the free particle meson production matrices. For the sake of 

simplicity these are assumed to differ only by a numerical constant 

for P - N and.P - P collisions, even though this hypothesis will be 

shown to be inadequate. It is then attempted to deduce some 

information both about the matrix elements and about the nuclear 

momentum distribution involved in the cross section. 

II. FORMULATION 

A. Free Particle Meson Production 
·, 

Before considering the actual problem of meson production 
'._. 

in nuclei, it is worth while to review some of the features of 

creation in free particle interactions. The cross section for 
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meson formation in a nucleon-nucleon collision can be expressed 

. . .. 7,9 W B . . . 
in terms of an R-matrix · · • • • show that, due to the short · 

rarige of irlteract.ion :required' for meson production;' a' zero rang~ 

approximation can be introduced for the nucleons in the final 

state. If the.mesoh :ls assumed to. come off as a plane wave, and 

·momentUm conserv-ation is factored out,' (in units of -11 = c ~ 1) 

dcr = 

where 

41 3/2 . 121 . 12 . . . ' (2~ (271') f\,<o) (~,_e'frf;e) &<~+!1t.E2-~-~)d;!, 

,. ' 

9L is the meson mo~entum, p' 
j'\..1 

(1) 

and p the final and initial 
;v 

relative momenta, respectively, and vR the relative velocity of 

the interacting nucleons. If jA- , and M are the meson and 

nucleon m~sses, ~ and ~2 . the individual particle momenta, 

The 

q' 
t'Y, 

p' 
.-..) 

q = ,;4 (n;~ + p.-'l) 
tv 2M ,..,..I.. ,_G 

n - n 
:: ""'1 ...... 2 

2 

factor in Eq. (1) (p' refers to the 
/'V 

eigenvector, and 0 is used to indicate the zero-range approximation) 

comes from the final state. nucleon interaction, on the hypothesis 

9 
C. M~ller, Det. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. 23, 1 (1945). 

•. 
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10 
tt1a.t only .their relative motion S-sta~~ nee~ be considered If 

. q
0 

is the meson .energy, TF and, T1 . the final- and initial nucleon 

kinetic energies;, respectivel-Y; then. the phase space vol).ll1le available, 

= dq dri:J dn' 
I"'J ""'.L .N2 

A sum over the final spin.states and an averageover the initial 

ones is implied in Eq •. (1). 

A partial wave analysis of the final nucleon states has been 

used.\ If a similar consideration is applied to the meson angular 

I 
r 

1
2. momentum, and only P~ and S-states are included, the matrix 

\ 

in the cross section formula can be written as: 

2 2 2 
a ~. cos e r b ~ + e 
f . f 

(2a) 

for meson production in P - P collisions, and as 

2 2 2 2 
a'~ cos 

I 6fb' ~+c' ~ cos , e t d' s cos e + e' 

f- ,1£ l" p. 
(2b) 

--...... 

for mesons produced in P - N collisions. The coefficients, a, b, e, 

etc. are numerical factors which depend on the initial momentum, 

p, and on the spin and isotopic spin states of the reaction. 9 is ,.., . 

the meson angle in the center of mass system of the interacting 

particles. No cos 9 terms appear in Eq. (2a) because of the 

exclusion principle. 

10 
See Appendix, K. Brueckner, Phys. Rev. 82, 598 (1951). 



_g_ 

: w.B·. i·nvestigatea the consequences .of charge independe.nce 

for nuclear forces~ takeri together with angular momentilln-and parity 

·,:conservation·, as well:':as the· Pauli excltision principle, for the·· 

process considered. For mesons created by incident protons their 

results are summarized in Table I. The case of ~0 production 

will not be studied., in any further detail here' though the treatment 

can easily be extended to include it as well. 

'- .. 

. •.' 

i : .. :· 

.. 
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Table Ig Transitions permitted b7 angular momentum and parity 

conservation, as well as by the Pauli exclusion principle for pseudo-

scalar mesons, when the relative final nucleon angular momentum is an 
I 

5-state. M1 ~ M2. and M
3 

~re the isotopic spin representation ~f the 

R-matrices. The notation used is that of W.B. 

Meson in 5-5tate Meson in D-5tate 

.... 3p ~15 \= (1+ t 0 lrplt-) 
ls r + s I rp\ t -)· P+P,?f 0 0 0 5 M3= (1 3p ._.35 M3= (1+ s Ill t-) 102 1 1 1 

3
3j PtN,'71'-t 

'3 1 
M
1
::. (it . tt lrNf t 0 ) 

1 t i"l Nl p ~ 5 ~5 M2= (1 t r s) 
0 0 3 0 

D 

. 
3

3j Pt N, 1f 3 P ~15 - -, Nl o 15 ( ... -, Nl M1= -(1 t _r t ) 3 ~ 0 
M2=· (1 t ,r ~) 

0 0 
D:L 

' 

P-t p ,'1/~1 3 l ~= -(1° t-lrN/t-) 0. -, p' -p-), 5 forbidden ~= -(1 t r t ) 
0 0 

\ 

3 1 0 
3slps 

0 p __,. 5 
3p 1 0 0 

1,2 
3 . / 

0 3 
P _;5 ~ = ( 1° · s I r Nl t 0 ) s~lS o ol Nf P.rN,'/f M2= (1 t r s) 
1 1 3 . 30 o 

1 .. 

1 1 1 5 
o 1 Nl o 1 0~ 

pl~ 51 0 
lo· 51 ~-

(1 s r t ) 

2 
... 

11 
R. Bjorkland, W. E. Crandall, B. J. Moyer, and H. F. York, 
Phys. Rev. 77, 213 (1950) show experimenta;t evidence ofthe 
suppression of this reaction. 

; 



W.B. also obtained the general spin dependence of the 

R-matrices on the assumption of pseudoscalar mesons. If the index 
,·· 

11 1" refers to one of the·interacting particles and 11 211 to the other, 

this dependence is given by a combination of 

A(l) : T(p~q) • tr(l) f U( o~q) o Jl) V(p~q) o a-C 2) + W( o,q). _(1) x ~2) 
/\.1 N N ~ IV IV N ;v·· · "' ,..._ /\.1 - N A; """' )l, , )L. ,; 

(3) 

and similar quantities . A(2) obtained by interchanging "l" and "2 11 

. and replacing p by =P~ The R-matrix must be symmetric with 
' - AJ 

-:~-· .. ' 

respect to nucleon e:x.change. Thus, for a 11 meson P-state; if T is 

an even function of .I:/ we would take .!;<sr(l) = srf 2))' since the 

isotopic spin dependence (see Table I) of . R is odd. 

In this manner, then~ except for numerical factors, an almost 

complete specification of the. free particle production matrix is 

·possible. 

B. Production in Nuclei 

For meson production in a fairly heavy nucleus, at energies 

of the order of J5b M.ev ~ the interaction can be assumed to take 

place between the incoming proton and a single nucleon. The wave-

length of the incoming proton, as seen by the nucleus (if A>> 1, 

the center-of-mass ·System and the laboratory frame are approximately 

' ~. '. . . . 

• l . t) • .>r- 2.3 X l0-l4 equJ.va en .... +S . /l .. ~ em. Since this is quite small 

compared to internuclear distances ~2o8 x 10=13 em.) the above 

approximation is· justified·~ · On the basis· of an impulse approximation12 

12 
G. F. Chew, Phys. Rev. 80, 196 (1950). 

·" ., 
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then, the probability amplitude for meson production in a nuc.l~us, 
r 

A, is proportional to 

A 

~ 
j=l 

R G -) 
j I 

where Rj is the appropriate two-particle matrix of the·forrn 

1'-1omentum conservation can be factored out, givingt' 

( q I ; P I I r I P) S (q + n! + n21 - n.. - n..) • 
1'\1 1"\J - 1\; N.l N """.l ~ 

are_the final and initial antisymrnetrized nuclear 
I 

wave-functions in momentum space. Thus, if the momentum, ri' , .,.,., 
spin and isotopic spin, f , of a particle, i , is indicated -
by -~i'-

GI : -;::::::1 = 
-fA+ 1 

A+l 
~p 
.L,_ (-l) Pi,At-1 

i=l . 

where 'fi- is antisyimnetric and 

1fr. ( ~ 1· • • ~ i .. • ~A) C,( ~A i-1) 

(4) 
p 

(-1) · Pi,A+l is the particle 

permutation operator which insures that G1 -is also antisymrnetric. 

C is the wave-function of the incoming particle. This is- a plane 

t 
In order not to obtain the square of the B -function, the 
artifice employed is that of using Q instead of q in the 
second ~ ~function, and integrating over this momentum. 
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wave' and in.ay be written a's . 

where C, 
1 

represents the spin, isotopic spin wave-function. 

• The cross 'section for meson creation 1s then 

dCS"! = L 
.F. 

(5) 

where v0 is the r~latiye velocity o~ the incident proton and the 
I . 

struck nucleus, P is the total momentum of the interacting 
. '. • ' .. rv . . .. ·. • . .. . 

nucleons in th~ fin~l sta~e, and . ~ indicates a sum over all 
... . , . . - ··. F . . .. . .. 

possible final nuclear states, consistent with over-all energy 

conservation. 

Since the meson-producing interacting is a strong, short 

range· o~e, it is e~pected tha~ the excitation energy of the final 

nucleus i excluding the two colliding particles will be. Sin.all. If 

the effect of this slight excitation on the energy conservation is 

neglected, we can.s~ over.all final states of (A- 1) particles, 
. \ 

and thu.s .obtain a partial closure approximation to the cross 

section •. The e;JCac:t: energy>cons~r.va.tion condition i.s then r~placed by: 

(6) 

where TF is the final kinetic energy of the interacting nucleons, ..,, 
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and T1 the initial kinetic energy of the incident prot?n, since 

the initial nucleus is at rest. BI. and EF are.th~ initial and 

average final nuclear binding energies, respectively. 

Due to the large momentum transfer involved in the inter

action, we .can take the final state wave-function to be,separable. 

Then, if )OF and ~ are antisymmetric wave-functions 

A (~A'? A+l)' 

(7) 

With this separation, the evaluation of the matrix involv~d in the 

cross section Eq. (5) is carried out as follows: 

(S) 

This defines ¢I~ 4= Rj GI' which must also be antisymmetric. 
J 

If closure is performed over all final states of l}JF' and a· sum 
. ' 

over the final spins of the struck nucleons, M is given by· .~ 

M.= 1 
]:? 
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· where· J ~ 1 ••. ·• ~A +l J represents · ¢1 , and an integration over 

all variables is implied. All terms in the sum are similar. The 

matrix may thus be replaced by a typical element 

If IJir is represented by I ~ 1 o o • ~A) ~ and if the free 

particle R-matrices are given an added index to indicate both 

interacting particles, the meson production matrix becomes 

c*c ~ ~l ~t '/ (Jb_, ~l}C5, ;;1l fiC( ~ - f1 l SC ~; - r 2) 
. . 

Rij E.c ~il I ~1 ~ 2· • • ~j· ··~A) 

C. Diagonal Elements 

The matrix M has both diagonal and off-diagonal elements • 

. The dia.gonal terms represent ,the main contribut:ion to the cross 

section, except near threshold, since the off-diagonal elements 

· would not occur at all if correlation effects did not exi~t for the 



.. 
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location of nucleons and if wave-interference is neglected. The 

diagonal terms~ M
0 

are considered first. If the center-of-mass 

motion of Y(n., n.) 
1'- ..v.. NJ 

is' factored out 

i 

0 ( n! + n '·) J ( n 1 
- n 1 )R . t.' ( 5

1
. ) l ~ > . p "-l. -J "'-i ""j iJ 

rv 

(10) 

Though the colliding nucleons may have final momenta considerably 

larger than in the free particle case, it can be argued, that due to 

their intimate interaction, the zero range hypothesis of W.B. can 

·. still be used. The final state of' these nucleons is again 

approximated by considering relative angular momentumS-waves only. 

A (~i : ~-j) is thus replaced, by J p 1 (0) for S-states, and is taken 

as zero otherwise. With this simplification, and if' momentum 

conservation is factored out, 

0 1 
M ::: ---::;__ 

2 

At 1 

s< v i -~- !9 t:' < ( i> I ~ ~ 

where k is the struck nucleon momentum eigenvector. 
'V 

(11) 
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The spin arid isot·opic :spin-.·sums in Eq. (ll) can, be performed 

by making .use of the representation of:the R-matrices. shown in 

Section A.· Thus, by means of Table I; the isotopic spin dependence 

of M
0 

is completely specified. For mesons emitted in a P-state, 

r· . l - . I ,.('M3/2y \2 (omitting the Q -function and the factor . (tt:../1; . /~p 1 (0) for 

the moment)' 

'-

i 

f+ lp ,_ 2 
( (l : ,rij t ) + 

(12) 

(13) 

Similar expressions are obtained if the meson is emitted in an 

S-state. The actual spin dependence, as shown in Eq •. (3) is not 

required. It can be shown that, for the transitions involved 

(see Table I) we need only consider 

p 
r ::: K·u- and 
ij ""' .-v j 

operating on the initial nucleus wave-function, where K and 
'V -

L · are functions ·of the meson and colliding nucleon momenta. 
,....; 

other forms cancel for pseudoscalar mesons. 

All-

Averaging overall nuclear spins, and performing the isotopic 

spin sum, we obtain for both meson P- and S-states 

·-· 
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Mo (r/) - ( 'Pr j,z· K2 + A -.-Z 121 ~I> -
2 

(14) -

2 
Mo (1/') - <~I I A 2 z L l~r) - (15) 

where Z is the number of protons, and A the total number'of 

nucleons in the nucleus. 

These matrix elements can be expressed in terms of the 

normalized momentum distri?ut~on of the struck nucleon, ~(~ by 

integrating over all nuclear coordinates on Which the R-matrix does 

not depend. 

The contribution of the diagonal elements to the cross section 

is thus given by (if the omitted factors are again taken into account): 

d~ ell')= 
A S 2 2 t· 3/2 . - -,2 

(Z K t A 2 z L ) (27() Ap' (0) . .-

~(~ d~&<~+ t -_t ~ ~J-a<Er - E1 )d~ d~ d;1.., 
(16) 

But dq :'q -q dT dJ\.., where T is the meson kinetic energy and 
IV 0 q 

d../\. is an ·element of solid- angle about the direction of emission 
q 

.of the meson. 
.' 

Hence; in terms, of the free particle cross sections 

/ 
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= / s [z drp_p . v.R + 
o dT' d./'1.. . 

q 

(17a) 

} 
do-; 

. .l., (A -: Z) P~N 
v . · dT d./);. 

0 q 
(l7b) 

The correct energy conservation.condition, as given by 

Eq. · (6), is implied in these equations, and it is assumed that the 

excitation function of the free particle cross section is known. 

On the basis of the diagonal terms alone, if K
2

:: 12 , the 

ratio of 

0 
d<:r" , A 

. . 

. Fora nucleus sucq ,as, carbon,· where Z ::: A/2, this ratio is .3 :1. 

D. Correlation Effects . 

-·rt remc:d,ns to consider the off-diagonal elements, M , of 

t~e matrix M. These occur because of wave interfe~enc~ effects 

and due to the antisymrn.etrization of the wave-functions. Since the . . . . . ~ 

production process involves, large momentum transfers, the former 

type is expected to be small. It is neglected in the actual 
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calculations, where a single-particle mod·el is used to evaluate the 

correlation terms. For the present, however, these restrictions will 

not be imposed. 

The magnitude of the matrix M decreases as the energy of 

the incident proton increases above threshold. Since the latter 

is at approximately 165 Mev13 , M is not expected to alter the 

cross section appreciably at 341 Mev. 

If an average is performed over the spins of the incoming 

particle, the general off-diagonal matrix element, referring to 

Eq. (9), can be written as 

M- 1 
- A+-1 

t ·* ' ' 
R. 0 X<I1,, n )j(n', n') 

~... """ N2 A.IJ. N.2 ' 

~( f ~ -) l) O< s ~ -f 2) 

R .. t' < ~.) \ 'n ••• il ... n' ~J )~ (1 /j lA;I' 

(18) 

M contains several types of terms, corresponding physically 

to an exclusion, of either or of both of the interacti~ particles 

13 
w,_ H. Barkas; Phys. Rev. 72., 1109 (1949) •. He obtains 155 Mev 
for~ production and 178 Mev for ~ product~on • 



in the final state. '\rJith reference to Eq. (18) the three distinct 

· off-diagona,l matrices which ocqur may be r~epresented by: 

(1) Mu. 
~ this occurs if i 

-~ 1' R=l=j#-1 or 2 

(2) M' u. 
' this occurs if j :=: li Rfi-J=l or 2 

(3) Mu u 1. 
j this occurs if J.#- j =f. i:f 1 or 2. 

M9 and M1
u involve an overlap integral over ,a single parti9)..e 

variable, whereas . M1
. u ~, inv()lves one ·over two variables. If these 

overlaps are large:; the-contribution of the off-diagonal matr~ces 

will be important, and in a direction to cancel the diagonal OnE!S. 

The spin and isotopic spin sums in M1 and M11 can be 

· eva.lua,ted as by Lax and Feshbach8 by methods due to Wigner _and 

· Feenberg14" 
u 

M , for example, involves pair correlation functions 

To a first approximation only momentum space symmetric 

and antis:Ymmet.ric co~relat:i.ons ~ ~< 1 ~j = ~£ p are differentiated. 

The actual dependence of M1 on n.1 and n. 
1'\JI( NJ 

can only be obtained 

if ;x is known:; and if the overlap is performed. If Y (n., n2) 
/" I"V~ N 

, is replaced by individual plane waves~ 

we obtain for 1YI
1 

14 
E. P. Wigner' and·E~- Feenberg 11 Reports on Progress in Physics 11 

Phys • Soc.~ Loridon~ §) 308 (1941) ~ 

~' 

ii 
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i 

O(t,- ~- ~) £( fi>l Y'r) 
(19) 

The exclusion effect is now implicit in the wave-function 

-~I , as will be shown in more detail, later. A similar result is 

obtained for M11
, except that the final momentum involved in the 

S -function is now that of the other nucleon in the final state, ~2 • 

If VjJ. is defined as the momentum space orientation mean 

value· of o. (n. - n:IJ) S(P - q - P.) ar:1d an average over nuclear spins 
""J "\J.... ......., - Nl. 

is performed, we obtain for mesons emitted in P-states: 

(20) 

where 0 i~_the isotopic spin representation of the H.-matrices~ and 

the notation is that of Table I. A similar, but more complicated 
I ~ 

result is obtained for M (~),since contributions occur from 



both P-P and P-N collisions} though there is no.interference 

between these twq since their O=operators are or~hogonal (M2 ~ M
3

) in 

isotopic spin space. Fo~ mesons emitted in S~states, such 

interference is possible as can be seen by referring to Table I. 

·.' The state I r~) is now broken up into its symmetric and 

anti symrnet ric parts ,.)VI ) ~ lljl ~ s) 't t lfJ ~a) ) and the spin 

and isotopic spin smns are carried out. If 

v ==; w.<s) I v I uJ's)) 
s- 'JI j~ fi and 

th$ leading terms, of order A and A
2 

become for mesons in P-states 

(2la) 

Mu (1}'~ - = L4~.A . f·,_.,2l··· (V f V ) ':..L A (V 
P--N s · a T Ib · . s ~ v )J .a:. 

(2lb) 

where + to 11' or 

7r'- mesons created in P =· P and P ~· N collisions, respectively. 

The results obtained for s~state mesons is exactly the same, to this 

.{ i i 
order, and so is that for M 

1 i u 

M on the other hand, is really 

a three~.particle problem 9 and will not be evaluated, since it is . " ~ .. ~ . . . . 

expected to b_e small at 341 ~1ev. It may be important~ however, in 
'. 

explainil'lg the experimentally observed increase of the rr+ to y 
\' 
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+ . 15 
ratio in carbon from 5.1_ O.B ~ 1 at 341 Mev to appr9ximately 

16 
14 ~ 1 at 27B Mev (Theinverse of this ratio \<las actually 

measured, by bombarding carbon with neutrons.) A general argument 

has been advanced by Chew··and Steinberger17 to exp:j..ain tpis 

considerable increase .. nea:r ··thre·shold. The. cause is ascribed to 

the exclusion principle, which should be less important for· 7t+ ; 

product ion than for fr- production in P - N collisions (i.e. , only 

one particle is excluded on an alpha-particle model in. the fonner 

case, whereas two are in the latter) • It is therefore to be 
til -fl-

expected that M will be larger for 71'" than for 71 production 

by P - N collisions in nuclei. 'The energy dependence' of the 11+- to 

r ratio, which is·due to an effective raising of the threshold 

for ~- production on the argument of Chew and Steinberger can 
it j 

also be deduced. Near ·threshold we may expect M . to be important. 

At 341 Mev, however, the energy remaining to the struck nucleon in 

the final state is larger than .SO Mev, as long as mesons.of kinetic 

energy less than 100 Mev are studied. It is thus quite probable 

that at least one particle will hardly 11 feel 11 the exclusion effect 

a~d will be ejected from the nucleus. ·Part of the increase·of the 

11-r to r- ratio with decreasing pr~ton energy however may also 

15 

. 16 

C. Richman, H. A. Wilcox, M. Weissbluth, Phys. Rev. (to be 
published) • 

H~ Bradner, D. C. O'Connel, and B. Rankin, Phys. Rev. 12, 720 
(1950). 

17 ·- ' 
G. F. Chew and J. L. Steinberger, Phys. Rev. 78, 497 (1950). 



' 
be accounted for by the difference of the free-particle excitation 

function arid matrix elements involved in the P - P and P - N 

prodU'ction processes. Som:e experimental evidence of this is seen 

in the fact that Blackman, Passman, and Havens, Jr., at Columbia, 

obtain a ratio of ·11± 3 : 1 for carbon bombarded by 381 Mev 

5 protons • This increase can hardly be ascribed to an exclusion 

effect •. · 

At 341 Mev, then, it is .expected that either M
1 

or M
11 

will be of physical interest. If one of these matrices is large, 

the other one will be small, in generaL In order to evaluate 

either of these matrices explicitly, and hence Vs and Va' a 

particular nuclear model must be chosen. We take a rather simple 

one here~ namely a single-particle model, and neglect wave. 

interference. 

If the nuclear wave-functions are take~ as plane waves 

enclosed in a box in space, of volTh~e where R is 
i . 

thenuclear radius (Fermi gas model), the matrix M becomes 

M t (1/-1') 

i 

M ('!f) 

=- s (Z 
2 2 

K+ A-ZL)V 2 .K n'k) {>(p2) S (P+ k- q- p.- p2)dk dp2 \',...., . oN ,...., ......, "" .:..,). .., """ "" 

(22a) 

= - SA. -
2 

z 12 .vK ~(k) e<p2) s<P + k - q _ p. _ p,)dk dp'") 
"" I"'V "V """"' "" ,;:,..:1. I"V'- ""' ""<. 

(22b) 

4"f''l 3 
where . VK = ) II Kmax is the volume of a sphere of maximum momentum, 

corresponding to the space volume V. The spin sums were evaluated 
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as before, in obtaining Eq. (2lh and are correct ·to the same order. 
1 I 

A similar result is obtained for. M , with the roles of p, and 
~1 

p2 interchanged. 
'V 

1 

0 

if 0 ( k < Kmax 

(23) 

if K < k max 

In the case of a nucleus represented by an excited Fermi gas 

(i.e., temperature larger than 0° K) we assume that the nuclear 

wave~functions can still'be represented by plane waves inside a 

nuclear volume. In that case (k) is to beinterpreted.as the 

momentum of a nucleon on this new model. In this manner the 

correlation effects can be computed for a general momentum 

distribution. Eq. (22) still holds, but the momentum distrib~tion 

is now unspecified. 

The explicit effect of the exclusion principle is now apparent. 

If the average value of ~~) for the transition process is large, 
I 

then M AJ M and the cross section becomes very small. Appropriately, -· ~ .~) is ;large when ~2 """"lJ and both are small in magnitude. 

The use of the single particle model in the calculation of 

the correlation terms, rather than a more general one, neglects the 

final state interaction of the two colliding particles. Thus, on 

the Fermi model the cross section does not go to zero, as it should, 

if the final particles are excluded. In a strictly consistent 



formulation, both the diagonal and the off-diagonal terms should be 

treated in the same manner. Hence; on.a more general nuclear model 
. ' 

than the one used for evaluation of the off-diagonal matrix; a final 

state interaction term should occur. Since the exclusion terms are 

expected to be small in any case, we arbitrarily insert a final 

' state interaction here, so that the cross section will at least go 

to zero correctly on the Fermi model. 

' If M
1 1 

and M
1 1 1 

. can be neglected at 341 Mev, the cross 
' :#-

section for ~ and ~ mesons in a nucleus, A, can be written as: 

dcr-"A(1fl 

· dT d..Jl,., 
q 

where 

d_t 

(24b) 

- p ~ q - P·. 
- ~ - NJ.." 

With the inclusion of the correlation effects as treated, it 
2 '2 . ;t ·~ 

is seen that if L is equal to K the ratio of ~ to ·~ 

z+ A production is still z-:-x . 
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F. Absorption and Scattering of Mesons 

So far the outgoing meson has been represented by an 
18,19 

undamped plane wave. Evidence froin photo~meson production , 

however, indicates that the meson may interact with other nucleons 

before it is emitted from the nucleus in which it was produced. 

·The problem· of the interaction of mesons with nuclear matter has 

20 
been treated by Brueckner 3 Serber, and Watson , who calculated 

the effect of meson absorption on the production cross section. 

They quote evidence that this effect is similar for ff-tand f-
mesons, and conclude, furthermore, that the scattering effects are, 

in general~ small compared to the reabsorption ones. They find 

that the mean free path, A a , for meson absorption is of the 

order of 2-3 a
0

, where a
0 

= 1.4 x lo-13 em. is the effective 

nucleon radius. 

The time taken for a 40 Mev meson·to travel a distance of 

-23 is of the order of 10 sec. . Since this is small compared 

to:the characteristic nuclear time (taken here as a measure of the 

time taken·for a nucrear disturbance to cross the nucleus, 

approximately l0-22 se~.), the probability-of meson reabsorption 

before the nucleus feels the effect of its production is large. · 

18 
R. F • Mozley, Phys. Rev. 80, 493 (1950). 

l9 R. M. Lattauer and D. Walker 3 BulL Amer. Phys. Soc. 26, No. 3, 
Abstract F 3. 

20 
K. A. Brueckner, R. Serber, and K. M. Watson, Phys. Rev. 
(in press). 



Rather than using damped pl.:me waves for the emitted I?:esons' we 

therefore treat the~eson·absorption problem as a separate process. 

Th~ information avail'able on absorption, .to date, is still 

scant. For this reason, and due to the other·uncertainties 

involved in the production problem, we neglect the meson energy 
. . 

dependence of·the reabsorption process. The analysis of Brueckner, 

Serber, and Watson shows that the.absorption cross section 

decreases somewhat with meson energy, but is substantially independent 

of this energy .for larger than 40 Mev mesons. . On this assumption, 

21 
and using the model of Fernbach; Serber; and Taylor , they find 

that the production cross section is reduced by a factor, fa 

(25) 

where X ;:: 2R/_Aa' and R is the nuclear radius. For Aa = 3 ao, 

and R .:: a A1/ 3 , this factor is equal to 0.6. 
0 

Experiments performed by Bernardini, Booth, and Lederman at 

Columbia22 indicate that, whereas·the elastic scattering.of mesons 

by nuclei is indeed small, and approximately energy independent, 

the inelastic scattering cross section increases rather rapidly 

with meson energy beyond 30 - 50 Mev. Thus, the cross section for 

inelastic scattering at 100 - 110 Mev is about four times that in 

21 

22 

s. Fernbach, R. Serber, and T. B. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 75, 1352 
(1949). 

G. Bernardini, E. T. Booth, L. Lederman, Phys. Rev. (in press). 
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the range of 30 - 50 Mev. The net effect. of this inelastic 

scattering is to increase the low energy mespn spectrum at the 

expense of the high energy part. The order of magnitude of this 

effect can be computed, simply by taking 4a . .in x of Eq. (25) 

to represent the total mean free path. for a. meson .interaction to 

occur after creation. '1 decreases then somewhat with meson 
/Ia 

energy. The effect on fa .is slight, however, for meson ellergies 

smaller than 80 Mev •. If fa, : 0.6,at 20 Mev .it is op~y reduced 

to 1"'\/0. 55 at 80 Mev. The consequences o:f scattering are th.erefore 

neglected in the .. Sl,lbsequent calculations .• · 



. ;··· .. 

A. Method 6r Calculation·····.: .. , .. ..·. . .~ . · .... ' 

. . . 

Th~~e is' a fcfir · a.mbu~t·'·of · eicpe~imerit'al. informa:tion. 

aval.lable at pre~ent; for meson produc'tion in 'nucHeL The 

f~nda:ineilt~l ~ucieon..:.'nucl~on ·production data is .. · still rather· 

scarce' h6~ever. ' wh~reas the production of. positive mesons by . 

.) 

p . .2. p colli~ions has 'been, and 'is 'still being fairly e:ictensively 

studied both expefimeritally and· theor~ti.cally~' 2 'J' 7 ' 23 little ·is 

·knowri· as yet' about the·prodil.cti.onof either positive oT negative 

mesons in P - N collisiorts. · For 'this 'reason, "only the experiments 

of meson production in carbon4' 15 , at 341 Mev are analyzed in 

terms of the theory developed in the previous section. Both the 

element and the energy are chosen because of the availability of 

experimental information. 

The equations derived for the meson cross section (both 

d 0 and de;-) GA A 
involve not only the free transition matrix 

elements, but also the momentum distribution of the bound, struck 

nucleon. Theoretically, it is.possible to deduce this momentum 

density from the experimental data. It is simpler, however, to 

start with a given normalized momentum distribution, such as that 

·of Chew and Goldberger24, and to fit it to the experimental cross 

K. M. Watson and C. Richman, Phys. Rev. (in press). 
24 

G. F. Chew and M. L. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 77j 470 (1950). 

.• 



25 
section •. From an analysis of the deuteron pick-up data of York , 

Chew and Goldberger arrive at the distribution 

·- ·v 

.O(k)dk -
\"JtV 

o(p (26a) 

where o(p corresponds to an energy of 1e Mev. As pointed out in 

their paper~ this momentum density is in doubt at the high end. 

This distribution~ furthermore, gives an infinite' 'av'erage kinetic 

energy to a nucleon in the nucleus.· A p:bel:ini.inary analysis26 , 

showed that, due to its lohg tail, Eq. (26a) did•not seem ·to fit 

·the 90° meson·production spectrum obtained by Richman and Wilcox4• 
I 

. . . I 

For this reason,' in the calculation made here, the distri~ution 

was modified so as to give a finite average kinetic energyof 

· 4e.l Mev,\ and still fit the experimental points obtained .from . 

'York1 s data fairly well. Then 

where c 

with 
+ 

f 
A 

-~ 

is 

(26b) 

the normalization corts'tant, · ~ P ·. ·and · ~ are constants 

2.50( p• This distribution represents the square of 
· ... c{ r - P.r 

the Fourier transform of the wave function ¢(r)....-v (e P - e i )/r 

25 , '' f,, 
H. York, Phys. Rev~ 75, 1467A (1949). 

26 
E. M. Henley and~. H. Huddlestone, Phys. Rev. e2, 754 (1951). 
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It is shown as curve A in Fig. 1, together 'Wlth the·experimental 

points of York. 

Two other momentum distributions were also investigated. 

One was a Gaussian type, with an average kinetic energy- of 19.3 Mev, 

chosen so as to still fit the low momentum points obtained by Chew 

and Goldberger 

(27) 

where CB is the normalization constant. fB is shown as curve 

B in Fig. 1. . The third distribution chosen was· that for a 0°K 

Fermi degenerate gas model of the .nucleus, with .a maximum mom~ntum 

of 200 Mev/c. A further momenttnn density has been suggested by 

Heidmann27 , namely that of.an excited Fermi gas at. a temperature 

corresponding to 9 Mev. This distribution resembles the Gaussian 

one somewhat, but was not treated, chiefly because of mathematical 

complications. 

Using these momentum densities, assumed to be the same for 

a proton and a neutron in the nucleu$, it is then possible to 

calculate the energy speptrum at a given angle of emission of the 

meson •. Since the free nucleon production excitation function is 
. 2 2 

unknown,·the dependence of K, L, or of the factors a, b, e, 

etc. in Eq. (2) on the initial particle momentum is replaced by an 

average, constant value, determined by fitting the calculated free 

27 
J. Heirnmann, Phys. Rev. 80, 171 (1950). 
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particle meson spectra to the.measur~d ones at various meson 

angles. Furthermore, since 1
2 

is not known we set it equal to 

~K2 
. and note whether it is at all possible to fit the experimental 

carbon data with this choice. It will appear later that this last 

assumption is not a very good one. This is really not surprising, 

since no odd angular dependence can occur in the case of P - P 

colli~ions, but may be present ·in P - N interactions. Thus c' d 1 

in Eq. (2l:t) need not .. be zero.- Talcing L~ = ..A. K2 
illlplies, in fact, 

t. h t A . - a' b' e' 
a ..JL.. - a :;:. b ;;. e and c 1 = d' = q. .· Nevertheless, tl1e 

2 
calculations· are made with this choice of L , due to lack of more 

information. The numerical value of. _;L is fixed by the 1Y+. to 

·'?j- ratio. In order to fit the observed value of15 5.1t.o.s : 1, 

A . 1 - -- 2 
is chosen so that the calculated. ratio, 

Eq. (17) or Eq. (24) becomes .··5 :. 1 (·since d~ "P.;..N 

using either 

= ~ d<Jp_p). 

·Deuteron formation is neglected in calculating the meson 

production spectrum in nuclei, since it is expected that the 

probability of this process is considerably reduced by the nuclear 

·structure. ··Experimentally, n9 deuterons have been observed in meson 

production from carbon. 

It :follows from the theoretical analysis of W.B. and from the 

experimental information of Whitehead and Richman3 that·the predominant 

term in the partial wave analysis of 71+ production. in free p - p 

collisions is ~ne with the meson emitted in a P-state with a cos2 e 
distribution in the center of mass system. In fact, Whitehead and 

Richman show that the differential cross section in-the center of mass 
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system 61' the process as· a ·functio'n 'bf -8 , the meson angle is. · · 

' ~.·< .. 

Ci<fp_p 
= 

. . . . . . ... - · .•.. - . . . :" '· . . : 2 '; - - ;_,29' . ! 2 -1 
(3 .20 t o. 78) (0.071 :t. 0.068 +cos e) 10 em sterad • 

(28) 

'If we consf.'cier meson S- and· P-states only,· the ob:;~erved 

2 
synimetrical component may· be ciue ·to either · b ~ or e (or both) 

~ 2g 
in Eq. (2a). It was shown by Brueckner, Serber,· and Watson that 

some s~state is necessary to explain the experimental results of 

Panofsky, Aamodt; and Hadley29,for-the capture of .,Y: meso!ls in 

deuterium. They show, in-fact, that the ratio of mesonS- to 

P-state ( i in Eq. (2a)) is. approximately 1/8. 

The calculation of typical spectrum--that for trT mesons 

,emitted'into P-:states at 90° to the incident proton beam--is shown 

in Appendix A. · Exclusion effects are not considered in this 

computation. · 
·, 

The evaluation_ of ~he c;:orrelation terms. can be simplified 

· considerably by- choosing an average_ value of ,e2 i_n Eq. (22). Thus, 

·. . . 30 
Passman, Block, and Havens, Jr. assume~ that the meson is always 

emitted with its maximum' po!;3sible momentum_. Th? justification of 

this hypothesis rests on the.large final state nucleon_ii1teraction 

which occurs when their relative momentum is zero. . In this case 

28 
K. Brueckner, R. Serber, and K. Watson~ Phys. Rev. 81; 515 (1951). 

29 
W. K. H~ Panofsky, R. L. Aamodt; and J. Hadley, Phys~ Rev. 81, 
565 (1951).' ' 

30 
S. Passman, M. M. Block, and W. W. Havens, Jr., Phys. Rev. 83, 
167 (1951) •. 
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-·the magnitude of H , in generq.l,. is very sma_ll for mesons emitted 

both at 90° and at 0° with respect to the incident 341 Hev proton 

beam. ·In fact, on the Fermi model., the off-diagonal terms do not 

contribute at all. 

An:.approximate upper limit. to the exclusion effect, on the 

other hand, is_obtained if one of the two final.nucleons.takes most 

of the momentum so that little remains to the other one. In this 

case is certainly small if M
8 

is large.and vice-versa. The 

evaluation.of H
1 

is-carried out in Appendix B,.where the 

approximations employed are also shown. A more thorough treatment 
'-

· of the correlations is not carried out for the. present, since the 

sparseness. of fundamental. information is not thought to. justify it. 

B. 0 90 Meson Spectra 

On the assumptions discussed in the-prev~ous section, the 

0 spectra for mesons emitted into- P~ and. S-states at_90 .to the 

incident beam are shown in Figs, 2 - 4, both without, and with 

maximum exclusion, In each of these plots, curves A, B, C are the 

spectra obtained with a modified Chew.,..Goldberger,.a Gaussian, and 

a Fermi momentum distriuu.L.ion, respectively, The ~urves are 

normalized to the free P - P·production spectrum, and the absorption 

factor, fa= 0.6 is taken into account .. The graphs are multiplied 

by ·an arbitrary renormalization.-constant r ' chosen so as to obtain 
j 

an approximate fit to the experimental points, somewhere in between 

the no.-exclusion and the approximate maximum exclusion curves, 

Theoretically~ should be equal to unity, The experimental 
-! ,, 



points have been corrected for nuclear absorption,· taken as nuclear 

area. 

Figs. 2a and b show the spectra obtained for·mesons emitted 

into P-states with a cos2 e distribution in the center of.mass of 

the-interacting nucleons. 
2 2 

If L · = _/}_ K this term, should 

represent the main-contribution to ·the cross section. -It. is noted, 

however, that / 1 = 1.7, so that the ·calculated spectrum falls 

considerably too low. It might be remarked at this point that the 

continuum part of the free P - P cross section, as calculated by 

· W .B. was also too small by 20-30%~ Not too much emphasis will thus 

be placed on the values of .J'f, though they will be. indicated in 

all .. instances.· Whereas the over-all best fit is obtained with a 

Gaussian type momentum distribution, it is seen that the calculated 

spectrum maximum occurs at meson energies which are too small. The 

calculated spectra also rise too sharply at small meson·energies, 

though the exclusion effect corrects this·to·a certain degree. At 

the high energy end of the spectrum, the Fermi momentum distribution 

·cuts the ·cross sectio.If off- 'too rapidly, while the tail of the modified 

Chew-Goldberger momentum distribut'ion still contributes toomuch. 

The Gal!_ssian distribution, on the other hand,. follows ·the spectrum 

decrease fairlywell. At energiesbeyond those considered:, the 

exclusion effec~s again lower the calculated spectrum considerably. 

· Fig. 3 represents the cross section for mesons emitted into 

S-states, normalized to e/a = 1 in Eq. (2a). The remarkable fact 

here is the close correspondence to the P-cos2 e spectrum. In fact, 
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experimentally,,. except for the. di.fferenc:e. il;l r ' it would·. be 

difficult. to distinguish betwe~n them.. For this reason, the 
2 

combination of P-cos e and 1/8 S-state is not. shown. It is 

obvious, however, that the main ~ffect of the s-state will be in 

the'renormalization constant, r ' which beco:rii.es.appr6ximately 

equal to L6. 

Figs. 4a and 4b show the spectrum for the case ~f a 
./ 

combination of meson 
2 

P-cos 9, symmetrical P, and S-states with 

e - l b ;: - 8 and a = 0.06. The chief result of the 6% symmetrical 

P-state, as expected from its q
2 dep~ndence (this dependence is 

2 2 . '·. 
suppressed by the cos e.inthe P=COS e term), is to shift the 

spectrum pe,ak to higher meson energies, mO.re in agreement with 

experiment. It also gives a correctly normalized spectrum; 

r 0 
that is . . = l. On the basis of the 90 experiment~l spectrum of 

production, the above combination-type coupl-ing gives the best fit 

of those considered. It must be remembered, though; that COf! e 
' ·' . ... ' ., ·:• ... 

interference terms have not been treated, and these would tend 

to have a similar, but. lesser, ef.fect. on the spectrum, as· the 

q2 term •. 

In Fig. 5 the calculated spectrum for combined meson 

P.-cos
2 

e and S-states with i ::: ~-. is compared to the experimental 

data of Richman and Wilcox (corrected for nuclear absorption) . for 

1t- 0 
production at 90 o It is true that the statistical errors 

are much larger for 7Y- than for 1f+- production,. but it is also 

noted that the experimental spectrum increases more rapidly at low 
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energies, in better agreement with the calculated cross section. 

Aside from this, no new 'features appear. · The Coulomb effect. has 

bee'ri ~eglected her'e' as throu~h~ut' . b~t it. s~oui:d be small for 'all 

but very low energy mesons. The same value of r·is used as Tor 

the equivalent 71't' spectrum. 

c .• 0' ' ' 0 . Meson Spectrum 

Preliminary experimental results have been obtained by 
- 31 . . . 32 

Cartwright , M'errit, Schulz, and Heinz for the. production of 

mesons in carbon, in the direction of an incident 341 Mev proton 

beam. Their findings can shed considerable light on the matrix 

element for' meson production in P -·N collisions. The experimental 

2 points together with the'calculated spectrumfor meson p cos e 

terms is sho:wnin Fig. 6, and for S-state ( i::: l) terms in Fig. 7 . 

. In each case, the same value of r is used as for the 

c'orresponding 90° curve.· ·The symmetrical P-wave spectrum was not 

calculated, but f~r 0° mesons it should be quite si.n:i.ilar to the 

P-cos2 ·a one. If ~·:: 0.06, the main effect of the q2 term will 

merely be a renormalization of Fig. 6a by a factor of about 1.06. 
0 

The cross section at 0°, unlike that at 90 , is noticed not 

to depemci. greatly on the. nucleon momentum distribution. A plausible 

argument for this result can be made as follows~ At 90°,the meson 

31 
W. F. Cartwright, University of California Thesis, April 16, 1951. 

32 
Merrit, Schulz, and Heinz, private communication. 



spectrum in nucleon-nuc.leon collisions is cut off at about 9 Mev 

by energy-:-momentum conserva:tion. Hence~. in calculating the broadening 

of. this spe.ctrum .to 80 Mev by the momentum distribution, the form 
. : ~ 1\. . . . 

chosen for this d.ensity is expected to influence the spectrum to a 
. . . . ! . ) ·:. . ' 

large extent •.. At 0°, however, the free nucleon cut-off does not. . ' . . . . 

occur till about 70 Mev, so that in considering the meson spectrum 

up to 80 Mevj .the free-nucleon tra~sition matrix will be of paramount 

importance. 

The P-cos
2 e coupling (Fig. 6) cross section is too small at 

. low meson energies, and increases. too rapidly at high ones. Both 

these facts, together with the rap:id.turning of the experimental 
. . . ' . . ' ~ . 

. spectrum a:t about 55 Mev suggest, that there is an extensive 

admixture of S=states and probably_of cos 9 i~terference terms • 

. Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that, .a fairly. good fit is . obtained 

if S- and P-:states are used in ~.ratio of .lgl ( ~ ;:;; 1) or more. 

The effect of the exclusion terms is not shown in any of these 

latter _figures.9 but has. been calculated. For the maximum exclusion 

effect, calculated similarly to the example shown in Appendix B,a 
. . . ; . . . 

50% reductio!! in the cross section Wei~ obtainedJ almost. uniformly, 

so ~hat the shapes of the curves is hardly altered. The computed 
'. ' 

decrease in the spectra was actually somewhat less than 50% at small 
- ' . . ; . . ' . 

energies and somewhat higher at 80 Mev. The approximations used 

in these calculations are not thought strictly justifiable for this , .. 
'· 

large a correction. On the other h?-nd, it is doubted that a more 

ca~eful.computation will give a result which will change the shape 

of the spectrum greatly~ and certainly not sufficiently to explain 

the experimental one. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen that it is possible to analyze the meson 

production process in nuclei in terms of the free nucleon-nucleon 
\ 

production cross sections. We have shown, furthermore that the 

exclusion effect is not expected to play a very large role in 

determining.the meson spectrum, at the experimental incident 

proton energies considered (341 Mev), except possibly for mesons 

emitted in the direction of the beam. Even here, however, these 

terms will probably not affect the shape of the spectrum to a 

great extent. The main result of the meson interaction with nuclear 

matter after creation is an almost uniform reduction of the cross 

section for the range of meson energies considered. This decrease 

is chiefly due to meson reabsorption. 

The theoretical development was applied to carbon bombarded 

by 341-Mev protons. Three different momentum distributions were 

use& for a nucleon in c12 in an attempt to fit the experimental 

meson production spectra at 90° and 0°. These ·were a modified·. 

Chew-Goldberger, a Gaussian, and a Fermi distribution with average 

kinetic energies of 48.1, 19.3, and 12.B Mev, respectively~ The 

calculated results are still preliminary, due to a lack of know-

ledge of the fundamental transition matrices, When this information 

becomes available, it should be possible to decide which ·of the 

momentum densities chosen approximates conditions inside the nucleus. 

The calculated spectrum at 90° did not depend strongly on 

the free-nucleon transition matrices involved, but varied considerably 
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with the momentum distribu:tion cqosen. The .. experimental spectrum 

could be fitted best with the Gaussian momentum densit;3• For 

fr+mesons emitted at 0°, with-energies upto,BOMev, the cross 

section was found to be relatively independent of the momentum 

distribution, but quite-sensitive to the free nucleon transition 

matrices. The preli.rrQ.nary experimental data is consistent with a 

considerable amount of mesonS-state (possibly as much asP-state). 

This shows that the meson production matrices in proton-neutron 

and proton-proton collisions are not equal. Some experimental 

evidence fo'r this can be derived from the -,;'-to 11"- ratio, which 

is 5.l±O.B, at 345 Mev and 11±.3~1 at 3Bl Mev. Initial results 
12 

obtained for the ~- spectrum at 0° in C offer further 

evidence. Its shape seems to be quite different from the tr"~-

one at the same angle34• In this respect, it may be pointed out 

that, whereas cos 9 terms (9 is the meson angle in the inter

action center of mass system) .are forbidden by the exclusion effect 

for meson production in proton-proton collisions, these terms may 

very well occur in the case of proton-neutron interactions, but 

have not been considered. 

It is thus seen that experiments, presently in progress at 
. . 

Berkeley, on the production of mesons in carbon at 0° are of great 

33 

34 

A recent article by 1. M. Yang, Proc. Roy. Soc. 64A, 632 (1951} 
gives substantiating ·evidence for such a momentum distribution, 
although he uses one with a smaller average kinetic energy. He 
shows that it is possible to obtain the nuclear shell model 
magic "numbers" with such a distribution. 

Walter Dudziak, private communication. 



'interest, as they can shed consi:derable.light .on the . .free proton~ 

neutron meson production cross section. : The ·1(- meson is only . 

produced' in such collisions ·ro"r incident protons; o·n the .other···. 

0 
hand, since the exclti.sion·effects are especially small at 90 , 

arid theineson cross section is relatively independent of the free-

nucleoritransitiori matrices at this angle, ·the experimental spectrum 

·can be used'as a useful tool·to probe the nucleon momentum 

distribution in a nucleus.· 
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APPENDIX A 

Evaluati~n of 90° Meson Spectrum: 

The specific case of 7fT meson production at 90 ° to an 

incident 341 Mev proton beam is treated here. · Correlation effects 

are neglected, and only me,sons emitted into cbs2 e - P-states by 

proton-proton collisions are considered. For this example, the 

free particle production cross section in the center~of-mass system 

of the interacting nucleons, can ·be written as: 

d c::r
P-P 

2 -2 
a.!L 
?-2 

2-
cos e d J 

"""" 
(Al) 

The bar is used here to indicate center-of-mass variables. Aside 

from this, the notation is the same as that used in the main body 

of the paper. Thus dJ is the phase space volume available 
~ 

-dT d..ll-
q 

3/2 ;- . -
2.ii'M ~ Tmax - f T 

(A2) 

-where f = A 
lt 2M , T is the meson energy,and. T the initial 

max 

kinetic energy of the nucleons minus )". in the center-of-mass 

system, computed from Eq. (6), with B
1 

:.. BF neglected. This result 

also neglects proton-neutron mass differences. 
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The factor "a 11 has been 'defined in Eq. (2a), and its numerical 

value is adjusted to fit the experimental spectra at various meson 
~ .~. ' ' ' • ·, • • > • 

angles. Deuteron formation is· taken into account in obt,aining the 

magqit1,1de of nan but is neglected in the case of meson production in 

,nuclei. 

In.order to perform the integ:r:ation over the momentum 

distribution of the struck nucleon (see Eq. (17)), the cross section 

must be transformed to the laboratory frame. This_is perform~d 

relativistically by making use of the generalized relative velocity 

definition of Moller, 9, which makes vR k
0 

P 
0 

and invarianh 

where k P ., are the initial energies of the interacting nucleons 
o' o 

in the center-of-mass system. Since, furthermore ~ is a 
qo 

.relativistic invariant as well as.the cross.section, we obtain in 

the l~boratory frame 

(A3) 

where p 9 is the rela~ive momentum of the interacting nucleons in 

the final state ~nd, the quantities in the brace are to be expressed 

in terms of laboratory variables. This can be accomplished. 

relativistically, but it must be kept in mind that k and P .. need not 
. r.J ' . <"'J 
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have the same'line of' action. It thus turns, out that the.relative 

velocity of the two"systems, 

p + k 
0 0 

(A4) 

where k/l and k.L are th~ components of ~ parallel and 

perpendicular to A:, , respectively. Then, referring to Eq. (17) we 

obtain for the contribution of P - P collisions to the cross section 

d~ 
z 

where 

·.p k I O__Q. 

-p2 
"' 3/2 -

(2 fl ) ,iro(p') 

2 

Lab 

'(£ [<i;~ + q. o (Po - ko)J2 
U - p · (2P - fq) - - -

o T ko ,..; N 4 
Ofk)dk 
\ '"v ,../ 

and U = 2 't((P - ) - 2M+ (f -l)a-yt!
0
f 

o P
0
+ k

0 
r-

(A5) 

Over the range of integration of k of importance JB ~ 0.3, 

so that '( N l. Furthermore, as seen from Eq. (A4), the effect of 

k..L on p is quite .small, since when k.l. is large, the momentum 

distribution has cut off, and since P ) 2k over the integration 
"-/ 

range. For these two reasons, kJ. is neglected in computing ~ • 



rr we take (2P -fq) to define the z,..axi:;> of a cylindrical coordinate 
I'V ~ 

system, all but the Z-integration can be performed analyti9ally.for 

the momentum distributions chosen. ·.·The latter integral is then 

performed numerically for various values of q 0 
. 0 . 

, r 

:- '· 
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APPENDIX B , · , 

Evaluation of Correlation Effects:.· 

The effect of the exclusion p;rinciple on the cross section, 

as given by Eqs •· (22) and (24), can be calculated on the basis 

of a single particle nuclear model. The ·computation involves ·~ 

double integration over _t and either ,.e2 or p. , the other Nl. . 

one being take~ out by the &-function in Eq. (22). It was not 

felt worth'while carrying out the actual integrals at the present 

state of experiments. As discussed in the text, an approximate 

upper limit to the exclusion is obtained if one of the final 

particles taking part in the reaction has most of the available 

momentum. In this case, an average yalue is assumed for ~2 and 

~ , consistent with momentum and energy conservation, so that 

only one integration has to be performed. It suffices to specify 

the direction of either p_ ·or p •• They are assumed to be along 
...vL JV1 

the same line of action. Since ,e
2 
+ !i is fixed by momentum 

. . . \ 

conservation, this hypothesis leaves the least momentum to pi' for 

a given value of p
2

., and the magnitude of these momenta is then 

entirely dete~ned by momentum and energy conservation. M
1 

can 

p., in which case 
1 . 

this quantity). With this assumption, the integration is carried 

out as that in Appendix A. 



FIGURE ··CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Modified Chew-Goldberger'(A} and Gaussian (B) .momentum 
. ·.. •. . .· .. ' 12 
distributions for a nucleon in c 

Figure 2: 
0~ 2 

90 nr.. spectrum for a meson P~cos 8 stateo Exclusion 

. " 
<¥ resuits are negleyted in (a) and their approximate maximum 

Figure '3: 

~; ·' 

• effect is shot.rn in (b)o Curves A, B, C are for a modified 

,Ch~w-Go1dberger~ a Gaussian, and a Fermi distribution, 

respectively~ in this and all subsequent figures . 
.. . 

0 ~ . . 
90 tr·· spectrum for meson S-state. Exclusion effects are 

not shown:~ but are similar to those in Figure 2. The cross 

section is normalized to ~ = 1 in Eq. (2a). a 

F 0 4 90. 0 .,y-1- 0 2 p l.gure : 11 spectrum for comb1.ned meson P-cos 6:. synnnetrical, 

and S~states, corresponding to ~:;;: 0~06 a~d i = ~ in 

Eq. (2a). ~elusion results are neglected, in (a) and their 

approximate maximum effect is shown in (b). 

Figure 5: 90° 71" ~pectrum for combined meson P=cos
2 

9 and S-·states ~ 

Figure 6~ 

Figure 7: 

corresponding to b = 0 9 

;, 

effects are neglected in 

·~ :;;: 1 in Eq. (2a). Exclusion 
a 8 

(a) and considered in (b). 

0 """..,. 2 0 n .· spectrum for a meson P-cos e state. Exclusion 

effects are neglected. 

0° 1!l spectrum for a meson S-state, normalized to 

,_, i = 1 in Eq. (2a). Exclusion effects are neglected. 
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